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July 23, 2020
Hey Friends,
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Let’s start with a story: Immigrant teenager sails to America to shape the ethos
of the New World. He arrives in New York as an intellectual savant, capable of
arguing anyone under the table. His charisma was polarizing, often due to
his brash attitude, elitism, and occasional racism. He favored abolition, yet had
little obvious sympathy for the poor. He showed no patience for detractors. His
legacy is unquestioned, leaving behind mountains of published work, which
moves even his bitterest rivals to concede his brilliance and prolific
achievement. 
Sounds like Alexander Hamilton, right? Close. But I'm talking about a different
Alexander-- Alexander Campbell: scholar, debater, visionary, and early leader
of a denomination that isn't a denomination. Campbell's legacy is having a
moment right now with Doug Foster's new book out. I'll interview him about
it. But I want to situate the discussion in a larger one about how we evaluate
leaders, given current debates around renaming the Washington Monument,
rebranding Stone Mountain, and removing Woodrow Wilson's name from
Princeton's School of Public Policy. How should history view leaders after they
are gone? What factors go into our process? Should leaders be judged within
the context of their times or should they be expected to rise above those
expectations? How much should personal character matter? I'll consider these
questions.
Also:
Moral Leadership for a Divided Age
A Theology of Hamilton
Get NYT and WSJ for Free
Multi-Ethnic Church Virtual Workshop
A Few More Footnotes.
Footnotes Roundtable with Doug Foster
Douglas A. Foster is University Scholar in Residence and Professor of Church
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History in the Graduate School of Theology at Abilene Christian University. 
BT: I heard you were writing this biography and I wondered if we
really needed another piece on him. But then it occurred to me that
there actually aren't many biographical treatments of Campbell the
man. 
DF: There are plenty of scholarly studies of specific parts of Campbell’s life and
thought as well as two major biographies—Richardson’s two-volume Memoirs
of Alexander Campbell (1868-70) and the three-volume Alexander Campbell:
Adventurer in Freedom by Eva Jean Wrather (2005, 2007, 2009). When I
began the project, I was under the spell of those earlier biographies, thinking I
had to tell everything Campbell ever said and did. I had to get rid of that notion
and do my best to understand Campbell, to get into his head and heart, so to
speak. So I have tried to tell his story in a “new” way, as a gifted and very flawed
human who indelibly shaped the movement that produced Churches of Christ. 
 
BT: You describe Campbell as having tendencies toward elitism, and
even showing how that perception of him was held by
contemporaries in other faith groups. How did this influence early
Churches of Christ/Disciples of Christ? 
DF: During much of his life Campbell was extremely self-assured and often
arrogant toward anyone he saw as a threat or beneath him intellectually and
economically.  Some who became leaders in his reform then and later
manifested the same attitudes. But there were always others with a very
different spirit. In a sense Campbell set a tone for the movement that could and
often did manifest itself in an exclusive sectarian attitude that is still around.
But we are not unique among Christian bodies in that attitude. It is telling,
perhaps, that the longest section of the book deals with Campbell’s fights with
other religious leaders—from both inside and outside his movement.
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BT: What's the most surprising/enlightening thing you learned
about Campbell in your research?
DF: I’m not sure that there were any real surprises, though going more deeply
into certain areas of his life was enlightening. He fully partook in the evil of
white superiority and black inferiority held by all white Americans. He refused
to say that slavery was a sin because he was afraid it would divide his religious
reform movement. He, like Thomas Jefferson, thought slavery was bad—but not
because it was a moral evil to hold human beings in bondage. It was bad for
white civilization and white citizens. The point is not that Campbell was an
exceptionally virulent racist. The point is that despite his deep commitment to
Christ and to scripture, he could not identify the idea of white superiority as
contrary to the gospel. This continues among many “good” white Christians
today.
 
BT: What is next in studies of Stone-Campbell history? What do you
want to see explored? What would you do if you had the time?
DF: The 2013 publication of The Stone-Campbell Movement: A Global
History was a first attempt by a team of Stone-Campbell scholars to expand the
scope of our story into a truly worldwide one. In my opinion, much more needs
to be done by Stone-Campbell scholars from all the countries and regions where
the SCM exists. Most of my publications have been collaborative, and I think
that is a rich, though complex, model to follow. My passion has recently been
focused on issues of race and equity, and I hope to work with white scholars and
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scholars of color to produce a history of how white supremacist ideas have
shaped and continue to shape our churches and schools.
Moral Leadership for a Divided Age  
by David Gushee and Colin Holtz
I absolutely love David Gushee and Colin Holtz, Moral Leadership for a
Divided Age. They profile 14 major leaders (Wilberforce, Lincoln, Nightingale,
Tubman, Wells-Barnett, Gandhi, Bonhoeffer, Mother Teresa, Romero,
Mandela, John Paul II, Wiesel, MLK Jr., and Yousafzai).
 
Each character gets a timeline with major dates and events in their life. There
are study questions at the end of each chapter. This makes the book intriguing
since it could be used as a book about leadership but it could also supplement
studies on specific leaders where a researcher would only need one chapter
from the book.
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The authors study the figures with some major considerations:
Historical Context
Early and Private Life
Vocation
Legacy and Criticism
Leadership Lessons
The legacy and criticism section is the best, though though the treatments are a
bit uneven. They charge John Paul II with "emboldening those in the church
willing to attack and demean gay people" because of his resistance to gay
marriage. Meanwhile, Martin Luther King's Ph.D plagiarism is softly dismissed
as a "distasteful mark on his record." The authors avoid the trap of
declaring every decision a leader made brilliant simply because that leader was
successful, saying of Lincoln, "there is a temptation to look back and see
Lincoln as a master strategist playing chess when all others were playing
checkers. The fairer portrait acknowledges that despite his gifts he was
unprepared for the responsibilities he assumed." That sounds critical, but it is
actually humanizing, particularly in an era where figures like Bezos, Buffet, and
Jobs are heralded as superhuman. The authors celebrate the work of Mother
Teresa while asking if serving the poor really is the best way to eradicate
poverty. The legacy and criticism section is more robust than I'm representing
here, but we need to temper our habit of measuring figures according to our
minor reservations. These people are legends for a reason. But this is the
section where the book most capably interacts with current conversations
around legacy.
This rubric for studying a life is incredibly helpful since it situates
present debates around legacy. All people are both saints and sinners. We know
that already, so there is no reason to bring it up fresh every single time we
contemplate a leader's significance. Our evaluation of a legacy must ask to what
degree honoring that figure celebrates their injustices. Does having an
extramarital affair matter? Well, are we honoring someone who abolished
slavery or someone who founded Promise Keepers? The context makes a
difference. Does it matter that the person was a racist? Abraham Lincoln
probably was a racist by many definitions. But that surely doesn't diminish his
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significant role in emancipating the slaves. This is why Christopher Columbus's
legacy has fallen on hard times. It is difficult to determine what we are
celebrating about his accomplishment, since that accomplishment is so closely
linked to things we presently find problematic (like forced servitude and mass
conversion).
If you lead a small group at church or know a group who would like to study
historical figures, I'd definitely take a look at this book. It's ideal for a seminar-
style group where one person takes each chapter and makes a presentation. The
next step: have people in the group write a sketch of a figure they admire who
has made a difference in their life. 
Leadership and Anxiety
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Virtual Lunch for HST Alumni
A Theology of Hamilton with Bethany and Cana Moore
Okay. Now let’s talk about Hamilton. What do church leaders need to know? I
saw a few themes and hit them around with Cana and Bethany Moore. Here's a
mashup of our takes on the hit musical. 
Complex Characters. This isn’t The Wizard of Oz where one character
is pure good and the other is evil (for more on the topic, I highly
recommend Chuck Klosterman's I Wear the Black Hat). Like many recent
serial dramas (Mad Men, The Sopranos), Hamilton highlights the moral
complexity of the characters. This is worth considering in preaching,
when we are tempted to label biblical characters as heroes or villains.
Even Burr is deeply complicated. He is tentative and jealous throughout
the show; then, when he finally takes his shot, he becomes one of the most
villainized characters of early American history. Each character is
complex morally. None are all good or all evil. 
Moral Center. Hamilton has some aspirations of a greater morality
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(outlines Hamilton’s anti-slavery views and Eliza’s altruism). But the story
isn’t bound to any particular moral narrative. Burr and Hamilton both
have extramarital affairs, which are viewed more for their political
inconvenience and societal shame than for being something that
preachers of that time would’ve considered “sinful.” That is not to say that
Hamilton lacks moral aspirations. It does. Hamilton dismisses Burr
because “he doesn’t stand for anything.” Burr envies Hamilton because he
impulsively attacks and achieves, rather than waiting for life to come to
him. The show's moral flavors include finding the trajectory of your life's
story, following passion, the pursuit of love, and the problems of playing it
safe.
Leadership in Context. Do leaders create the times or do times create
leaders? Hamilton understands his moment; he is in the middle of the
Revolution. There are war time leaders and peace time leaders. Both are
fine, provided they understand their moment. A leader who  presides
during a time of upheaval and just tries to stay in his/her lane and be
diplomatic isn’t just failing as a leader; they are enabling injustice. 
Forgiveness. After Eliza forgives Alexander, the chorus of "forgiveness,
can you imagine?" is so powerful. This forgiveness has no expectations on
Alexander's part, and no coercion. It's crucial that this forgiveness isn't
empowering continued abuse-- but Eliza chooses to forgive out of her
own compassion and love. It's so powerful.
Jealousy. We experience much of the story through Burr's jealous
perceptions of Hamilton's victories. The show’s two best Burr songs are
“Wait for It” and “Room Where it Happened,” where Burr
envies Hamilton's success.This is the least-talked-about thing that plagues
so many church leaders. Ministers have a jealousy problem. And Burr lets
his sense of jealousy rob him of so much. What do they say, "comparison
is the thief of joy?" Church leaders are wise to remember that jealousy can
ruin our ministries.
Legacy. Alexander minds his legacy. But we might ask which one? Was it
his political legacy or his personal legacy? The Reynolds Pamphlet clears
his name (kinda) but we might wonder if he also threw Eliza under the
bus. By airing his dirty laundry he also airs her's. He did this so he
could rescue the nation and his own future. Was it worth it? Was that an
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exchange worth making? That's a question of how we determine one's
moral leadership.
Digital News for Free
Libraries have come a long way from when the daily paper was wrapped around
those long wooden sticks so that readers searching for the obituaries looked like
they were auditioning for the color guard. The move to digital news has been
really exciting for public libraries. Many offer free access to the digital sites of
the the New York Times and Wall Street Journal. I get access through the
Memphis Public Library. Inquire at your local library and you will probably
receive a renewable 72-hour access code. I'm also impressed with recent
additions such as RB Digital for magazines and Hoopla/OverDrive for ebooks,
audiobooks, and streaming. So, pay your taxes and enjoy the databases.
Becoming a Multi-Ethnic Church
This virtual workshop is being hosted by White Station's racial justice team. I'm
really excited, and think it's worth your time. Log on and hear from B. Chris
Simpson, Lawrence Rodgers, Kandi Owens, and others. The whole thing is free,
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but you'll need to register.
A Few More Footnotes
1. Great video of Memphis faith leaders in support of wearing masks.
2. Last issue I highlighted the resignation NYT Opinion Page editor James
Bennet. Since then, columnist Bari Weiss called it quits, charging the
paper's culture with unlawful discrimination and a hostile work
environment. Weiss said, "Twitter is not on the masthead of The New
York Times. But Twitter has become its ultimate editor." This is a tough
one, since opinion columnists position themselves to be polarizing. It
seems like that's part of the gig. But her situation has played into a larger
movement where some prominent columnists and cultural figures (J.K.
Rowling, Malcolm Gladwell, and others) have stood up against what they
perceive as cancel culture in a letter published on Harper's. Wait.
Harper's has a website? I didn't even know Harper's still existed until I
clicked on it. This is like getting a gift card for Ponderosa Steakhouse. The
letter was loved by some and hated by others, and some lesser-known
voices published their own response, which offers some substantive
critiques of the original letter.
3. N.T. Wright published God and the Pandemic.
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